Regional Targeting

TARGET THE GEOSCIENCE COMMUNITY PER REGION AND FOCUS ON THE MARKET YOU WANT TO REACH
EAGE Regional Newsletters offer companies and institutions worldwide the chance to target a group of geoscientists and engineers in a specific region. Our members are based in various regions worldwide, all dealing with specific geoscientific issues. The newsletters aim is to inform geoscientists about specific regional issues and provide information about EAGE activities in the region. The Regional Newsletters are organized through the regional offices and send together with First Break and are also available online.

Advertise in our REGIONAL NEWSLETTERS!

Latin America

EAGE LATIN AMERICA OFFICE
TEL.: +57 1 7449566 EXT 116
E-MAIL: AMERICAS@EAGE.ORG

Newsletter
› 1,000 hardcopies
› 1,000 digital copies
› March and October*

Advertising costs
› Outside Backcover € 1,025
› Full page € 725
› Half page € 575

Prices are excluding VAT
**Europe**

**EAGE EUROPE OFFICE**
TEL.: +31 88 995 5055
E-MAIL: EAGE@EAGE.ORG

**Newsletter**
› 1,800 hardcopies
› 5,000 digital copies
› February and August*

**Advertising costs**
› Outside Backcover € 1,425
› Full page € 1,075
› Half page € 775

**Prices are excluding VAT**

---

**Russia & CIS**

**EAGE RUSSIA & CIS OFFICE**
TEL.: +7 495 640 2008
E-MAIL: MOSCOW@EAGE.ORG

**Newsletter**
› 1,600 hardcopies
› 2,000 digital copies
› March and September*

**Advertising costs**
› Outside Backcover € 1,425
› Full page € 1,075
› Half page € 775

**Prices are excluding VAT**

---

**Middle East**

**EAGE MIDDLE EAST OFFICE**
TEL.: +971 4 369 3897
E-MAIL: MIDDLE_EAST@EAGE.ORG

**Newsletter**
› 1,500 hardcopies
› 6,000 digital copies
› February and September*

**Advertising costs**
› Outside Backcover € 1,425
› Full page € 1,075
› Half page € 775

**Prices are excluding VAT**

---

**Asia Pacific**

**EAGE ASIA PACIFIC OFFICE**
TEL.: +6 0 3 27 22 01 40
E-MAIL: ASIAPACIFIC@EAGE.ORG

**Newsletter**
› 1,500 hardcopies
› 6,000 digital copies
› February and September*

**Advertising costs**
› Outside Backcover € 1,425
› Full page € 1,075
› Half page € 775

**Prices are excluding VAT**

---

*The publication schedule is only a guideline and is liable to change without notice.*
EAGE REGIONAL OFFICES

EAGE HEAD OFFICE
PO BOX 59
3990 DB HOUTEN
THE NETHERLANDS
TEL.: +31 88 995 5055

EAGE RUSSIA & CIS OFFICE
MIKHAIL NOVIKOV
BUILD., 1, KORP. 6, 3RD FLOOR
STAROKALUZHSKOYE SHOSSE, 62
117630, RUSSIA, MOSCOW
TEL.: +7 495 640 2008

EAGE MIDDLE EAST OFFICE
EMILY BELL
DUBAI KNOWLEDGE VILLAGE
BLOCK 13, OFFICE F25
DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
TEL.: +971 4 369 3897

EAGE ASIA PACIFIC OFFICE
GERARD WIEGGERINK
UOA CENTRE
OFFICE SUITE 19-15-3A
19, JALAN PINANG
50450 KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
TEL.: +60 3 27 22 01 40

EAGE LATIN AMERICA OFFICE
CLAUDIA ROVIRA
CALLE 90 NO 19 – 41, OF. 801
ZIP CODE: 110221
CARRERA 14 NO 97-63 PISO 5
BOGOTA, COLOMBIA
TEL.: 57 1 4232958

AFRICA OFFICE
RAYMOND CAHILL
DUBAI KNOWLEDGE VILLAGE
BLOCK 13, OFFICE F25
DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
TEL.: +971 4 369 3897
About EAGE

The European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers (EAGE) is a global professional, not-for-profit association for geoscientists and engineers with more than 19,000 members worldwide. Their objective is to collect and distribute technical knowledge. It provides a global network of commercial and academic professionals to all members. The association is truly multi-disciplinary and international in form and pursuits.

All members of EAGE are professionally involved in (or studying) geophysics, petroleum exploration, geology, reservoir engineering, mining and mineral exploration, civil engineering, tunneling and environmental matters. EAGE’s head office is located in the Netherlands with regional offices in Houten, Moscow, Dubai, Kuala Lumpur and Bogota.

EAGE organizes the following activities:
- Conferences & Exhibitions
- Workshops & Symposia
- Educational Programmes
- Student and Young Professionals Activities
- Publications

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
ADVERTISING@EAGE.ORG • +31 88 995 5055

www.eage.org/advertising